With the drastic increase of object trajectory data, the analysis and exploration of trajectories has become a major research focus with many applications. In particular, several approaches have been proposed in the context of similarity-based trajectory retrieval. While these approaches try to be comprehensive by considering the different properties of object trajectories at different degrees, the distance functions are always pre-defined and therefore do not support different views on what users consider (dis)similar trajectories in a particular domain.
Introduction
Driven by major advancements in sensor technology, GPS-enabled mobile devices, and object tracking, large amounts of data describing moving object trajectories are currently generated and managed in various application domains (see, e.g., [17, 19] for some excellent surveys). In order to effectively analyze and explore such data for patterns of interest and unexpected phenomena, several data mining techniques for object trajectories have been developed. In most of the applications, trajectory data are typically multi-dimensional. In particular, trajectory data can be treated as multi-dimensional time series and thus respective data analysis techniques can be applied.
A fundamental ingredient of most of the trajectory analysis tasks are distance measures that allow to effectively determine the similarity of trajectories. Respective tasks include trajectory clustering, classification, and k-nearest neighbor search. Several approaches and distance measures have been proposed, tailored to multi-dimensional object trajectories, e.g., [3, 20, 21] . Common to all the existing approaches is that distances measures (or functions) are explicitly given as part of the framework. Although these measures try to be comprehensive by considering the various dimensions of trajectory data, they typically assume that the dimensions determining similarity are the original dimensions that describe the trajectories. However, there are several application domains where different users have different views on what trajectories are similar and which ones are not. For example, if variables x and y describe 2-d trajectories, for the first user, dimension x might be important in determining similarity while for the second user, y is more important. And a third user considers a linear combination of x and y as a critical factor to describe trajectory similarity. If x is a basic component of the distance function, the similarity measure is of little help to the second and third user. In this sense, existing approaches relying on unsupervised, "hardcoded" distance measures do not provide much flexibility in terms of supporting different user views and domain specific knowledge about trajectories.
In this paper, we address this problem by introducing a novel approach in which, given a set of multi-dimensional object trajectories, distance measures are learned from constraints. These constraints are specified by the user and simply consist of a few pairs of trajectories the user considers similar or dissimilar. We propose learning techniques of two distance measures, transformed Euclidean Distance and transformed Dynamic Time Warping, which are based on posing an optimization problem. Both techniques detect critical attributes that determine similarity between the multi-dimensional trajectories based on the constraints specified by the user. A resulting linear transformation matrix is then simply embedded in a distance function that satisfies the user constraints best. In our approach we do not rely on the traditional techniques that utilize a comprehensive set of labeled training data, as they typically appear in (supervised) classification problems. The types of constraints considered in this paper are much simpler. Consequently, our approach cannot only be applied to traditional classification problems but also to clustering and similarity search for object trajectories. In order to also accommodate similarity views that consider object movement patters at different rates, an important consideration is that the distance measure has the ability to allow time warping along the time axis. We achieve this through our novel transformed Dynamic Time Warping technique, which is different from techniques that simply learn a Mahalanobis distance for multi-dimensional data points in a supervised fashion (e.g., [23] ).
Thus, the main contribution of our work is to provide a single framework that allows to derive distance measures that satisfy different user needs and (subjective) views on some given trajectory data. This approach enables the efficient computation of distance measures applicable to various mining tasks for object trajectories, as we will demonstrate in our comprehensive experiments where we use different datasets and consider typical data mining tasks such as trajectory clustering and classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a discussion of related work in the following section, in Sec. 3, we outline the concepts underlying trajectories and distance measures. In Sec. 4, we discuss in detail our approach to learning distance functions in the context of user constraints. After a demonstration of the effectiveness of the proposed approach using different datasets in Sec. 5, we conclude the paper in Sec. 6.
Related Work
Our approach is mostly related to the areas of similarity search for moving object trajectories and distance learning.
Recently, there has been very active research on mining trajectories, which typically can be viewed as (multi-dimensional) time series, and trajectory similarity search. For this, several alternative distance measures have been proposed. In [12] , Lee et al. use the Euclidean Distance (ED) for multi-dimensional time series. Euclidean Distance, however, is known to be sensitive to local distortions in the time axis. To address this problem, Vlachos et al. extend Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) for multidimensional trajectories [20] . Chen et al. in [3] study Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR), which is based on string edit distance. Chen et al. in [2] propose ERP, which tries to combine the advantages of DTW and EDR. In [24] , Wu et al. study a One-way distance (OWD) function to compute the spatial similarity of trajectories. Lee et al. also developed approaches for trajectory clustering [11] based on sub-trajectories. Vlachos et al. present a DTW-based distance measure that is invariant to rotation in [21] .
All these approaches are designed for multi-dimensional trajectories. However, all these proposed distance measures assume that the dimensions used to describe trajectory similarity are the original dimensions that describe the trajectories. Our work is different from these approaches, because in our approach, distance measures are learned from user-specified constraints and are thus able to satisfy user views on trajectory similarity. Users are allowed to give examples to indicate which trajectories they consider similar and/or dissimilar. Our algorithm then detects meaningful underlying dimensions that allow to explain the similarity and/or dissimilarity, and yields a distance measure that satisfies the user constraints best.
Our work is also different from traditional unsupervised feature extraction techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA), and Isomap. Also these techniques do not guarantee to capture the trajectory properties that are of interest to the user. They are learned only using the intrinsic properties of the trajectory data. For example, PCA simply performs a coordinate rotation that aligns the transformed axes with the directions of maximum variance.
There also has been considerable work on supervised distance learning, such as learning a distance function for classification problems (e.g., [5, 25] ). However, a problem with these methods is that they need a labeled training dataset for which then the classification accuracy can be optimized. We do not assume such a labeled training dataset but only a few simple user constraints that indicate which trajectories are (dis)similar. Xing et al. in [23] assume similar user constraints and propose a global Mahalanobis distance for data points that respect such constraints. However, we believe that their method does not solve our problem at hand, for the following reasons. First, the objective of our approach is to learn a good distance function for multi-dimensional object trajectories. Their approach, including many other distance learning techniques (see [25] ), try to learn a distance for multi-dimensional data points, where only a snapshot of attribute values is meaningful. Second, many trajectory mining tasks aim to discover objects that have similar movement patterns, even at different rates. Hence, the distance measure is expected to have the ability to allow time warping in the time axis. This important consideration, however, is not present in learning a distance measure for multi-dimensional data points.
Background: Trajectories and Distances
In this paper, we consider object trajectories where n measurements are recorded at discrete points in time. For a trajectory of the pattern
n recorded at time i. We refer to the number of time instants in P as size of the trajectory.
For one-dimensional time series (trajectory data), the Euclidean distance (ED) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance are commonly used as similarity measures (e.g., [1, 7, 15, 16] ). Both distance measures can easily be extended to multi-dimensional trajectories as suggested, for example, by Vlachos et al. [20] . Because Euclidean distance is only defined for trajectories of the same size, an interpolation needs to be applied to the input trajectories. For this, different techniques can be used (see, e.g., [9, 15] ). Definition 1. Given two n-dimensional trajectories P and Q of size k (after interpolation). The Euclidean Distance between P and Q, denoted ED(P, Q), is defined as
For the DTW distance, input trajectories do not necessarily have to have the same size. In the following, for a trajectory P = [p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m ], we denote with P 1...i the sub-trajectory of P containing the i first elements of P , i.e.,
Definition 2. Given two n-dimensional trajectories P and Q of size m and l, respectively. The DTW distance between P and Q, denoted as DT W (P, Q), is determined by evaluating the recurrence equation
Note that some papers (e.g., [20, 22] ) omit the square root function in the definition of DTW. It is only used for some optimizations and does not change the essence of the function [22] . DTW finds the optimal alignment between two time series so that their distance is minimized. An alignment can be obtained by using dynamic programming to solve the recurrence equation. In order to speed up the computation and to prevent pathological warping, band constraints such as the Sakoe-Chiba band [18] can be applied. For more details on DTW, we refer the reader to [1, 15] .
Learning Distance Functions
In this section, we introduce two flexible distance functions for multi-dimensional object trajectories, called transformed Euclidean distance and transformed DTW. We present the learning algorithms underlying these two distance functions in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Throughout the paper, we use the notion of (user) constraints. For this, assume a given set of trajectories
n×m . Constraints are specified by the user in the form of two sets: the M L (Must-Link ) set and the CL (Cannot-Link ) set. If the user specifies a pair (s i , s j ) to be in M L, then he (subjectively) considers the trajectories s i and s j to be similar. Analogously, he specifies a pair (s i , s j ) to be in CL, if he considers s i and s j to be dissimilar.
Given M L and CL constraints, the objective is now to learn a distance measure for a given set of trajectories such that the pairs of trajectories in M L end up to be similar to each other (based on the computed distance) and the pairs in CL are dissimilar to each other. For this, we first propose the following distance functions, transformed Euclidean distance and transformed DTW, to be learned. After this, we provide the intuition behind these two functions.
Definition 3. Given two n-dimensional trajectories P and Q of length k after interpolation and a real symmetric positive semi-definite matrix
A ∈ R n×n . The Transformed Euclidean distance between P and Q, denoted ED A (P, Q), is de- fined as ED A (P, Q) := k i=1 (p i − q i ) T A(p i − q i ).
Definition 4.
Given two n-dimensional trajectories P and Q of length m and l, respectively, and a real symmetric positive semi-definite matrix A ∈ R n×n . The Transformed Dynamic Time Warping distance between P and Q, denoted DTW A (P, Q), is obtained by evaluating the following recurrence equation
In order to give the intuition behind the two distance measures and explain what A actually is, we introduce the concept of transformed trajectories.
Definition 5. Given a trajectory
The transformation of P using matrix W thus can be considered as applying a linear transformation matrix W to each point 
for all trajectories such that all pairs of trajectories in M L end up to be similar to each other, and the pairs of trajectories in CL are dissimilar to each other.
Learning a Transformed Euclidean Distance from Constraints
In the following, we present the algorithm for learning the transformed Euclidean distance ED A for a set of trajectories from some user-specified M L and CL constraints. We pose the distance learning approach as an optimization problem in a way similar to the approach proposed by Xing el al. in [23] . Their approach focuses on learning a distance metric for multi-dimensional data points, while our method tries to learn distance functions for multi-dimensional object trajectories. Intuitively, the desired transformed Euclidean distance measure should bring each pair of trajectories (s i , s j ) in M L as close as possible, and each pair of trajectories (s i , s j ) in CL as far apart as possible. Therefore, for the optimization, the sum of squared distances between all pairs (s i , s j ) in M L, denoted f (A), is to be minimized, with the constraint that the sum of distances between all pairs
, is greater than the constant 1 to ensure that A = 0. In the constraint formulation (2) below, we do not use ED 2 A (s i , s j ) because this then always leads to the matrix A having rank 1. As indicated earlier, another constraint is that the matrix A is positive semi-definite, denoted A ≥ 0. The optimization problem then is stated as follows:
Note that the constant 1 on the right hand side of the first constraint in (2) can be replaced by any other positive constant c because this only leads to A being replaced by c 2 A. According to the definition of ED A , the objective function f (A) and both constraints are convex functions. Therefore, one can efficiently find the global optimum. If A is a diagonal matrix, then the transformation W (i.e., A 1/2 ) is a scaling matrix. Each diagonal entry W (i, i) can be considered as the "weight" assigned to the dimension d i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Finding the optimum is then equivalent to minimizing
To solve this optimization problem, we choose the well-known Newton-Raphson method as in [23] . If A is a full n × n square matrix, this method takes O(n 6 ) to invert the Hessian matrix. For efficiency, we solve the problem using gradient ascent and iterative projections in O(n 2 ), as proposed by Xing et al. in [23] .
Learning Transformed Dynamic Time Warping from Constraints
We now discuss the learning algorithm for DTW A , which can address the problem of distortions in the time axis. First, we pose the optimization problem. Then, we discuss the case where A is diagonal and finally present the solution of a full matrix A.
Optimization Problem. Based on an idea similar to deriving the optimization problem in Sec. 4.1, we now simply replace the distance function ED A with DTW A and obtain our new optimization problem, denoted OP1, as follows:
However, according to the definition of DTW A , the objective function f (A) and the constraints are not convex, and it thus cannot be solved using the methods presented earlier. We now formulate the problem in a different way, denoted OP2, as follows:
OP2 is in fact equivalent to OP1. Due to space constraints, we only give proof sketch here: Suppose A OP 1 is a solution of OP1, we can prove that A OP 1 multiplied by a certain constant is a solution of OP2, and vise versa. According to the definition of DT W A , a constant factor to A only results in all pairwise DT W A distances between trajectories multiplied by the square root of this constant. Thus it does not change the clustering, classification, or similarity search result.
In OP2, the objective function h(A) is derived from f (A) and g(A). h(A) is to be minimized under the constraints that the trace of A is 1 and A is positive semi-definite (A ≥ 0). Our motivation for this specific choice is that it significantly simplifies the heuristic search. The solution A is required to satisfy all the constraints and minimize the objective function. If we treat the set of matrices satisfying the constraints as the search space, then the task is to find a matrix within this search space that minimizes the objective function. In the problem formulation OP2, the search space is the set of all positive semi-definite matrices with trace 1, which is equivalent to the set of symmetric matrices whose eigenvalues add up to 1 and each eigenvalue is non-negative. As we will show in the next sections, this search space is constructed very easily.
The case of a diagonal matrix A. In the following, we consider the case of learning a diagonal matrix A, which corresponds to a scaling matrix W whose diagonal entries W (i, i) are considered the "weight" assigned to dimension i.
In this approach, we use a hill-climbing search algorithm to find a good solution for A. The components of the search algorithm are the initial state, heuristic function, successor function, and goal test. We first give the intuition behind this approach before explaining how we realize these four components.
We denote the diagonal matrix A from learning ED A in Sec. 4.1 as A 0 , that is, A 0 is the global optimum when ED A is used. Now we start with A 0 and increase or decrease its diagonal entries to find a matrix A that works better than A 0 when DTW A is used. In order to mitigate the problem of a local optimum in hillclimbing search, we also conduct the search by multiple restarts with a random diagonal matrix A. We then compare the solutions for A from both approaches and finally choose the one with the minimum objective function.
(1) Initial State: We perform experiments on two different initial states.
-Starting with A 0 , the diagonal matrix from learning the transformed Euclidean distance ED A . -Starting with A rand , a diagonal matrix with random diagonal entries between 0 and 1.
Note that the sum of diagonal entries of A 0 and A rand is normalized to 1, required by constraint (6) . This can simply be done by dividing each entry by the sum of all diagonal entries.
(2) Heuristic Function: The heuristic function h is used to evaluate the quality of an operation. We use as heuristic function the objective function (5) formulated in the optimization problem OP2, i.e., 
(3) Successor function: Once the initial state has been determined, we want to improve that solution. A successor function generates a successor state of the current state. Figure 1 illustrates this progress. We define a step-size parameter α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Assume there are n dimensions. In the current state, the weights of the corresponding dimensions are A(1, 1), A(2, 2), . . . , A(n, n). To generate the successor states, we increment the weight A(i, i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n by α and decrement another weight A(j, j), j = i, 1 ≤ j ≤ n by α. In this case, the sum of the weights is always 1. We apply this step to each (i, j) pair and pick the optimal successor state to survive and reproduce. According to our definition of the heuristic function, the optimal successor state is the state whose h is minimal among the states at the same level. If it is better than the current state, let it reproduce. If not, return the current state.
(4) Terminal test:
It defines the condition when to stop the search. We stop the search if no improvement can be made, and the current state is returned.
The case of a full matrix A. We now detail the learning approach for a full matrix A. The idea again is to use a hill-climbing algorithm. Similar to the learning of a diagonal matrix A, we start with the full matrix A from learning of ED A , denoted as A e , and try to find a matrix A that works better than A e with DTW A . First, we find the number of parameters that determine a real symmetric n × n full matrix A. With eigendecomposition, A = U LU T . Since A is real symmetric, we can always find an orthonormal matrix U with det(U ) = 1. Hence, both U and U T are rotation matrices in an n-dimensional space. Similarly, with eigendecomposition, we obtain A e = U e L e U T e , where U e is a rotation matrix. We can relate U to U e as U = BU e , where B is also a rotation matrix. Hence, A can be expressed as
Since U e is known, A is determined by only two matrices B and L. L is parameterized by n eigenvalues of A. As a rotation matrix in n-dimensional space, B is determined by
angles. This is obvious in a 2-dimensional space where a simple rotation matrix is parameterized by one angle θ as [ cosθ −sinθ sinθ cosθ ]. Generally, a rotation matrix in an n-dimensional space can be considered as a composition of the rotations occurring in each plane formed by any two coordinate axes, and there are n(n−1) 2 such planes. In an n-dimensional space, the rotation matrix that rotates the axis
As a rotation matrix in n-dimensional space, B can be obtained by building the product of all R i,j (θ) [6] . As one can see, each matrix R i,j has one parameter θ. Thus B is parameterized by
angles. We therefore conclude that learning A is equivalent to assigning values to n(n−1) 2 angles and n eigenvalues. We now determine the search space. According to constraint (6), L i,i (i.e., the (
Random θ i and L with random entries.
(2) Heuristic Function: (a) and (b) alternate in the process. The algorithm evaluates the successor states according to the heuristic function presented above and chooses the best state to continue the search.
(4) Goal Test:
The search terminates if no successor state is better than the current state.
Experiments and Evaluation
In this section, we present the experiments and evaluations we conducted to demonstrate the flexibility and effectiveness of our distance learning approach. In Sec. 5.1, we discuss the adaptivity of our approach to user-specified constraints. In Sec. 5.2, we then show how our learning approach is used to improve clustering and classification performance for object trajectories. In our experiments, we use synthetic and real-world datasets that describe object trajectories.
For this, we compare the performance of the following six distance measures: [4] . Thus, if our learned distance measures beat ED and DTW, this suggests that they also beat the other distance measures. Therefore, we do not discuss measures other than ED and DTW in our experiments. Furthermore, we constrain the warping band of DTW and DTW A to up to 20% of the trajectory size as in [20] . We use α = α L = 0.1, and α θ = π/8 in this work.
Adaptivity to Constraints
In the following, we show that our learning approach produces distance measures that are adaptive to the constraints specified by users. Assume two users with different views on similarity of a given trajectory dataset and each user specifies a set of constraints reflecting his view. By first learning the distance measures from the constraints and then performing clustering using the learned distance measures, we show that our "single" learning approach can help both users find the results satisfying their views on trajectory similarity.
We use a real world trajectory dataset to verify the adaptivity of our approach to constraints. In addition to the clustering accuracy of the six different distance measures on this dataset, we also present the visual comparison between original and transformed trajectories to illustrate the flexibility of our approach.
For this experiment, we generated a trajectory dataset, called myMotion [26] , that represents human motion. The myMotion dataset consists of human gait data captured by a VICON system. All the data were created using a female actor who had markers attached. The female actor performed 4 groups of movements, each group consisting of 9 examples. The camera recording rate was 60 frames per second. For each marker, its 3-d positions x, y and z in each frame were recorded. The 4 groups of motion data represent the following movements:
G1: Walking in a straight line and swinging one arm. G2: Walking in a straight line and keeping arms stable. G3: Walking in a Z-shape line and keeping arms stable. G4: Walking in a Z-shape line and swinging one arm.
We use the data readings from 3 markers attached to the actor's body, one arm, and one leg. Each marker has 3 features, corresponding to the x, y, and z positions. Thus, each example has 9 features. The myMotion dataset contains a total of 36 9-d time series data instances. All instances have the same length of 100, obtained through interpolation. Each dimension is Z-normalized, as a standard preprocessing step in motion matching. Figure 2 shows four samples of the 9-d trajectories. Each of the four plots represents one sample from G1 to G4. In the figures, each dimension is plotted as a time series in a unique color. The x axis represents the time t, and the y axis corresponds to the coordinates. Suppose there are two users with different views of similarity and they both want to cluster the 36 trajectories into 2 clusters. For the first user, the "true clusters" are distinguished by the actor's arm movements. Therefore, he thinks that the data from G1 and G4 belong to one cluster and G2 and G3 belong to the other. On the other hand, the "true clusters" for the second user are distinguished by the actor's walking routine, i.e., Z-shape or straight line. He considers the trajectories from G1 and G2 being one cluster and the trajectories from G3 and G4 being the other cluster. Both users now specify their preferences in the form of M L and CL constraints, indicating their respective similarity views. In this experiment, we "simulate" the specification of user constraints by random sampling. That is, trajectories in a user's cluster are assumed to have the same label. Constraints M L are random samples from all pairs of trajectories with the same label from the user's point of view, and constraints CL include random samples of all pairs of trajectories having different labels.
For each user and his constraints CL and M L, the learning approach generates the distance measures from his constraints. Then the trajectories are clustered according to the learned distance measures. In the clustering experiment, we use the group average hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster the data. In the corresponding dendrogram, we look at the first (top) branch, which produces two subtrees, each representing one cluster. The cluster accuracy is given as Accuracy = number of correctly labeled data number of all data .
We compute the clustering accuracy based on ED, DTW and the four distance measures ED A and DTW A for a diagonal and full matrix A, respectively. Here, 4% of all pairs of trajectories having the same label (resp. different labels) are randomly sampled as M L (resp. CL). We will talk more about the relation between the size of constraints and the clustering accuracy in Sec. 5.2. Table 1 lists the accuracy values for both users for the learned matrix A. As one can see, although the two users give two different sets of constraints, our approach achieves a very high clustering accuracy in both cases. Recall that learning the matrix A is equivalent to finding a transformation W (W = A 1/2 ) of the trajectories so that the pairs in M L are more similar to each other and the pairs in CL are different from each other. To visually illustrate this aspect, we plot the transformed trajectories learned from the first and second user constraints, respectively. The transformation corresponds to the distance measure leading to the best clustering accuracy for each case. In other words, the transformation in Fig. 3 is based on the full matrix A with DTW A learned from the first user's constraints, and the transformation in Fig. 4 corresponds to the diagonal matrix A with DTW A learned from the second user's constraints.
As one can see in Fig. 3 , after the transformation, the trajectory samples from G1 ( Fig. 3(a) ) and G4 (Fig. 3(d) ) are very similar to each other. Also the samples from G2 (Fig. 3(b) ) and G3 (Fig. 3(c) ) look similar now. On the other hand, in Fig. 4 , the samples from G1 (Fig. 4(a) ) and G2 (Fig. 4(b) ) are similar and so are the samples from G3 (Fig. 4(c) ) and G4 (Fig. 4(d) ).
Improvement of Accuracy for Clustering and Classification
The other important application of our approach is to improve the accuracy in the context of clustering and classification. To demonstrate this feature, we performed experiments on datasets from different application domains. Application to Clustering. First, we show that our method can be applied to improve the accuracy of clustering. Assume a trajectory dataset S = {s i } u i=1 and constraints M L and CL specified by a user. As mentioned before, (s i , s j ) ∈ M L means that the user considers s i and s j to belong to the same cluster, and for (s i , s j ) ∈ CL, s i and s j belong to different clusters. We applied our approach to two labeled multi-dimensional time series datasets, ASL and Trace.
The Australian Sign Language (ASL) dataset [13] consists of the hand trajectories of a native ASL speaker when he expressed signs. We use the cleaned dataset from the UCR data archive [14] . The dataset has 10 classes, and each class has 20 examples. The 20 examples in each class represent the same word in ASL, each example having 8 features. All trajectories are interpolated to the length of 30. In this clustering experiment, we use two pair of classes, which represent the signs "read" and "thank", "right" and "science", respectively.
The Transient Classification Benchmark (Trace) dataset [14] is synthetic and has 16 classes. We use the class pairs (2 and 3), and (6 and 7) in the clustering experiments. We use 20 instances from each class, where each instance has 4 features. All data are interpolated to the same length of 50.
For each pair of classes, we combine the data into one set and perform the group-average hierarchical clustering algorithm to distinguish them. The computation of the clustering accuracy is the same as the one used for myMotion dataset in Sec. 5.1. With each dataset, the M L and CL constraints are generated as follows. M L is generated by selecting a random subset of all pairs of data having the same class label. Analogously, CL includes a random subset of all pairs of data with different class labels. In order to discover the relationship between clustering accuracy and size (i.e., number) of constraints, we generated sets of constraints of different sizes and determined the clustering accuracy for each set. We repeated the experiment five times, because of the randomness of the selection of constraints. The average accuracy of the five trials is shown in Fig. 5 , which shows the plot of clustering accuracy vs. size of constraints for the ASL dataset. The results for the Trace dataset are shown in Fig. 6 .
As one can see in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , the clustering accuracy is obviously affected by the size of the constraints. We tried constraint sizes from 1% to 10% of all pairs of data with the same label. Clearly the accuracy of ED and DTW does not change with the size of the constraints as they do not consider constraints. Both ED A with diagonal and full matrix A and DTW A with diagonal and full matrix A have a better performance when the number of constraints increases, except in Fig. 6(b) , where DTW A with full matrix A achieves high accuracy even when the constraint size is very small. In Fig. 5 , when the number of constraints is small, DTW A performs better than ED A . If we specify a larger size of constraints, ED A achieves a performance comparable to the one of DTW A . However, for the Trace dataset, whose results are shown in Fig. 6 , DTW A always performs better than ED A . The reason for this is that there is more distortion in the time axis in the Trace dataset than in the ASL dataset.
Application to Classification. The learning approach presented in this paper can also be used to improve the accuracy of classification. In this experiment, we use three labeled multi-dimensional time series datasets. 50CommonWords data. The 50CommonWords dataset from the UCR data repository [14] contains 50 distinct words, each of which has various handwriting instances. Each instance is represented by 4 features describing the handwriting of a word. The instances of the same word are considered data having the same label. For simplicity, we picked the instances of the commonly used words "of", "be", and "at". "of" has 54 instances, "be" has 38 instances, and "at" has 22 instances. All instances were interpolated to the length of 50.
ASL dataset. Here we used the classes "girl", "come" and "name", which are different from the data in the clustering experiment.
Trace dataset. We used the classes 9, 11, and 13 here to use data different from the clustering experiment.
We evaluate the application of our distance measure learning approach to classification by using an objective evaluation framework proposed by Ding et al. [4] . The general idea is to use a cross validation method and a 1-nearest neighbor (1NN) classifier for the labeled data to evaluate the accuracy of the learned distance measure. Assume a labeled dataset partitioned into a training dataset and a test dataset. For each data item in the test dataset, we predict its label to be the same as the label of its nearest neighbor in the training dataset. If the predicted label is the same as the actual label, it is considered a hit, otherwise it is considered a miss.
In order to conduct the k cross validation, the labeled dataset is randomly partitioned into k sets. The k cross validation has k runs. In each run, one of the k sets is chosen as the training dataset, and the other k − 1 sets are used as the testing dataset. The M L and CL constraints are generated from the training dataset in the same way as in the clustering experiments described above. For the generated constraints, the distance learning algorithms are invoked to generate the distance measures (1) ED A with a diagonal matrix A and a full matrix A, and (2) DTW A parameterized with a diagonal matrix A and a full matrix A. For each of the resulting four distance measures, we conduct the 1NN classification to evaluate its accuracy. We also apply the 1NN classification to the pre-defined distance measures ED and DTW for comparison. We used the LB-Keogh lower bounding [15] to speed up the computation for DTW and DTW A and the following formula to compute the accuracy for each run: Accuracy = number of correctly labeled testing data number of all testing data .
Because there are k runs, we compute the average of the accuracy of k runs, as recommended by Ding et al. in [4] . The accuracy measures how well the predicted labels match the actual labels of the testing data. In this experiment, we use k = 5, which is within the range recommended by [4] to minimize the bias and variation. Table 2 lists the classification accuracy for all the datasets. As one can see, for all datasets, the best accuracy is obtained by using the learned distance measures. DTW A performs best on the Trace and 50CommonWords datasets and ED A performs best for the ASL dataset.
Note that ED A performs better than (resp. equal to) DTW A on the ASL dataset in classification (resp. clustering). This is consistent with the fact that ED performs better than DTW on the ASL dataset in all experiments, indicating that there is not much distortion in the time axis in this dataset. In a practical use, if one can obtain some more information about the time distortion in the dataset, one then can decide which distance measure performs better.
Conclusions and Ongoing Work
Distance measures play an important role in many data mining and analysis tasks for multi-dimensional object trajectories. Instead of relying on some of the existing, hard-coded distance measures and to support different user views on what trajectories are (dis)similar in a particular domain, in this paper, we presented a comprehensive approach for learning distance measures from user constraints. A key idea is to pose the proposed learning approach as an optimization problem that effectively utilizes well-known techniques. Our evaluations demonstrate that the learned transformed Euclidean and transformed DTW not only provide a high degree of adaptivity to user constraints but also achieve a high degree of accuracy in clustering and classification tasks for object trajectories. In general, the proposed techniques provide much more flexibility to support different user views than existing approaches.
We are currently studying the performance of the learning approach using additional datasets from other domains, in order to better evaluate the choice between transformed Euclidean and transformed DTW distance. Another interesting aspect, along the line of [20] , is to derive an index structure for indexing the trajectories once a distance measure has been learned.
